250	Accidence	[§§498-9
vowel is followed by two consonants other than a nasal
or liquid + consonant.
§ 498. Verbs with nasal + consonant had i in all forms
of the present, a, o (§ 59) in the first and third pers. sing, of
the preterite, and u in the preterite pi. and past participle,
thus:
bindan, to bind band (bond)   bund on   bunden
Goth, bindan	band	bundun   bundans
And  similarly acwincan, to vamsli]   climban, to climb]
clingan, to shrink; crimman, to insert; crincan, cringan,
to fal^ succumb ; drincan, to drink; gelimpan, to happen ;
grimman,   to   rage;, grindan,  to  grind]   hlimman,   to
resound] hrindan, to push] linnan, to cease] onginnan,
to begin ]  rinnan, to  run, flow;   scrlncan, scringan, to
shrink]   sinnan,  to   meditate]   slincan,  to   slink,   creep]
spinnan, to spin;   springan, to leap;   stincan, to stink;
stingan, to sting] Jindan, to swell]  fringan, to throng,
press]  Juintan, to swell]  windan, to wind]  winnan, to
toil, fight ] wringan, to wring.    On sincan (Goth, sigqan),
to sink ] singan (Goth, siggwan), to sing; swincan, to toil;
swindan, to disappear;  swingan, to swing;  swimman,
to swim, see § 249.    The regular principal parts of findan
(Goth, finjian) would have been flfan (§ 97), f6J> (§ 64),
fundon, funden (§ 239); the present, and the pret. sing.
fand were formed on analogy with verbs like bindan;
beside fand there occurs funde which is the second pers.
sing, also used for the first and third.    On biernan (Goth.
brinnan), to burn, barn (Goth, brann), born (later beam),
btirnon, burnen;  and iernan (Goth, rinnan, see above),
to run, arn (Goth, rann), orn (later earn), urnon, urnen,
see § 98, Note 3.
§ 499. Verbs with 1 + cons, except Ic (§ 84) have e in the
present, ea (§ 64) in the first and third pers. sing, of the
preterite, u in the pret. plural, and o in the past participle
(§ 43), thus:

